Ragad and Hanar participated in the training course Training for trainers: facilitating
"hot potato" topics with multicultural groups in Croatia, Here what they think about
the training that were organised of our Croatian partner ASSOCIATION FOR
PROMOTING POSITIVE AFFIRMATION OF YOUTH IN SOCIETY IMPRESS
DARUVAR

How will I use the knowledge I got from ToT Hot Potato:
I am starting an organization with the concept of social enterprise, so I would be
aiming to both social benefit and economic profit.
The target group for the organization would be both; Youth, and women.
I will be following the policy of Agenda 2030 and practicing Sustainable
development.
The topics I will be enforcing to handle with throughout activities are many due
to the current needs, such as:
- Freedom ( different aspects)
- Gender equality
- Human rights
- Hate speech
- Peace & Security
- Bullying
- Drugs
- Moral obligations to society
- Citizenship and power of an individual to make a change
- Environmental awareness and individual responsibility
- Conflict management
Beside many others that come to the surface on daily basis.
The knowledge that ToT Hot Potato has provided me with tools of designing
such projects, I will be designing them into lectures, sessions and workshops
divided on stages, each stage would be focussing on a certain topic, eventually
leading to develop social pioneers and ambassadors in their own societies,
leading these societies to positive citizenship and higher productivity, instead of
being dragged to negative paths such as gangs and drugs and unemployment,
therefore I will be using my contacts within some political parties in Sweden
and NGOs and social change makers and different shareholders of different
backgrounds.
I am now a board member on UN agency of Malmo city where I currently live
in, and working as a family coach in a leading Organization in Malmo.

ToT Hot Potato has introduced me to potential partners and trainers from
different countries, already involved in European organizations and used to
European norms and values. I found common goals with them to make a better
future for youth in Europe, and looking forwards to work with.

